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Max Annas is an author, journalist, film curator and filmmaker currently the SARChI Chair in Social Change at the University of Fort Hare in East London, South Africa.

Tsitsi Dangarembga is a writer, filmmaker, teacher and cultural activist. She lives in Harare, Zimbabwe where she directs the Institute of Creative Arts for Progress in Africa Trust.

Beti Ellerson is founder and director of the Centre for the Study and Research of African Women in Cinema.

Taghreed Elsanhouri based in Britain, is a Sudanese-born documentary filmmaker.

Jihan El-Tahri is an author and documentary filmmaker. She lives in France.

Henriette Gunkel is a lecturer in the department of Visual Cultures at Goldsmiths, University of London.

Katarina Hedrén is a freelance writer and the co-programmer of the Johannesburg-based First Wednesday Film Club.

Ines Kappert works as the editor of the opinion section in the taz, a Germany-wide newspaper.
Rumbi Katedza is a writer and filmmaker. She lives in Zimbabwe.

Anita Khanna was born in India and studied in Great Britain. She is a producer and writer as well as the director of the Tri Continental Film Festival.

Arya Laloo is an independent filmmaker based in Johannesburg.

Nobunye Levin is a filmmaker and lecturer in the Film and Television division in the School of Arts at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

Jyoti Mistry is a filmmaker and associate professor at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, in the School of Arts.
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Christina von Braun is a film maker, professor emeritus of cultural theory and representative of The Center for Jewish Studies Berlin-Brandenburg.

Katharina von Ruckteschell is the director of the Sao Paulo Goethe-Institut and regional director for South America and former director of sub-Saharan Africa.

Djo Tunda wa Munga runs his own film production company, Suka Productions! in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Shannon Walsh is a filmmaker and assistant professor at the School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong.

Dorothee Wenner is a freelance filmmaker, writer and film festival curator based in Berlin.